Interpolation of missing seismic data (such as missing nearoffset data, gaps, etc.) is an important issue in seismic surveys. Here we show that interferometry can be used to fill in some gaps in the data. The interferometric method creates virtual traces in the gaps by crosscorrelation of traces in a shot gather followed by summation over all shot positions. Compared to other interpolation methods, the interferometric method can "naturally" interpolate the missing data from the original shot gathers because it fills in the gaps with actual events. Interpolation results show that the near-offset traces can be kinematically interpolated, but amplitude corrections are needed.
Introduction
In recent years, seismic algorithms have made increasing demands for dense and regular data sampling. Examples are surface related multiple elimination and wave equation migration, which require dense data and the development of effective interpolation methods. There are many methods for interpolation, such as the Fourier method (Liu and Sacchi, 2004) , Radon transform (Trad, 2004) and filterbased methods (Spitz, 1991; Curry, 2006) , but most do not take full advantages of the redundant information in data. In particular, free-surface multiples provide a second or third view of the subsurface and these extra views should be exploited for interpolation.
Some authors (Berkhout and Verschuur, 2006; Curry, 2006) have proposed the use of multiples for data interpolation. In Curry's paper, both the primary-only data (which can be represented as G 0 ) and the multiple-only data (which are separated from the original data and can be represented as G 1 +G 2 +G 3 +...) were used to generate virtual primaries in the frequency domain; here, G i is the ith order response of the free-surface model. Then a nonstationary prediction error filter was used to interpolate the near-offset missing traces in a 2D synthetic marine dataset. An issue with this approach is that it requires the multiple-only data, which is not easily available.
Shot gathers with missing near-offset traces (as shown in Figure 1 ) are typical of marine surveys and there also exists other kinds of missing data such as the far-offset missing data (as shown in Figure 2 ) and data with large gaps (as shown in Figure 3 ). For example, a large gap in traces is generated by undershooting an obstacle in the sea such as a drilling platform. In fact, whatever type of missing data, we should explore the possibility of interferometric interpolation. . free-surface multiple received at B followed by summation over surface sources s yields the redatumed primary c).. In this case the source was redatumed from S to A. Then we can use the virtual primary in c), to interpolate the near-offset missing traces in d) Figure 2 : Far offset missing data: in (b), no traces are recorded at the far offset; in (a), a primary reflection is recorded at A and a multiple reflection is recorded at B, after correlating the primary at A with the multiple at B, a virtual primary is generated with source at A and receiver at B, then we can use the virtual primary to interpolate the far-offset missing traces in (b) Figure 3 : Large gap missing data: no traces are recorded in the gap. Assume there is a virtual receiver A in the gap, we can calculate the traveltime of reflections from S to A if the model is known.
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In this paper, seismic data are interpolated by using the virtual traces generated from the original data. The virtual traces are generated by the crosscorrelation of traces in the original data and summation over shot positions. They contain both the virtual primaries and virtual multiples, so in this method we sometimes do not need to separate multiple and primary data. The data used in this paper are obtained from both synthetic and field shot gathers. From the numerical examples, we can see that many events in the original data can be kinematically predicted, but the amplitude prediction is inaccurate.
Interferometry theory
The key concept in interferometric interpolation is the transformation of high-order free-surface related multiples into lower-order events. For example, a first-order multiple becomes a primary reflection under this transformation. In Figure 1 , the a). primary event correlates with a b). freesurface related multiple to give the laterally redatumed primary in c). It is clear (Sheng, 2001 ) that the phase of the original primary cancels that of the multiple to give the event shown in c). This transform is carried out by using the reciprocity equation of the correlation type except the summation of correlated traces is over all surface shot positions in SSP records (surface seismic profile: data collected by locating both shots and receivers on or near the free surface).
SSP multiples can provide a wider subsurface coverage compared to the illumination from primaries only. This illumination redundancy from multiples provides second or third views of the subsurface and has the potential for wider illumination and greater fold in the stacked section. Moreover, as illustrated in Figure 1 , the shot gather with a source at S in a). can be transformed into a shot gather with a source at A. This means that traces can be naturally created (or interpolated) from other traces, and there is no need for an unnatural interpolation polynomial! From Figure 1 we also know that the predicted traces are related with the reflector depth and aperture width; and these factors determine which events can be accurately predicted.
The reciprocity equation for transforming SSP multiples to SSP primaries (the acquisition geometry in shown in Figure  4 ) is given as (Wapenaar, 2004; Schuster, 2007) where the integration over the half circle at infinity is neglected and α = 1 if the observation points A, B are not on the integration surface. If either point is on the integration surface then α takes on the value of a fraction (Schuster, 2007) . Here, S 0 is the surface along which the airgun sources are excited. The SSP designation reminds us that G(A|x) for the integration along x∈ S 0 denotes the SSP Green's function (where the receiver at A is below the integration surface).
Virtual traces can be created between every two receivers from the theory above, so how can we perform interferometric interpolation? The answer is suggested by viewing Figures 1, 2 and 3 , where we have different strategy for each geometry.
In the Figure 1 example, if we calculate the crosscorrelation of trace A and trace B and sum over shot gathers; then a virtual primary will be generated with A as a virtual source position and B as a virtual receiver position. If the location of A in Figure 1c is the same as A in Figure 1d , then we can use the virtual primary to recover the missing nearoffset data in Figure 1d .
In the Figure 2a example, a primary reflection is recorded at A and a multiple reflection is recorded at B; then by calculating the crosscorrelation of the two traces, a virtual primary can be generated with A as a virtual source position and B as a virtual receiver position. If A in Figure  2b is equal to A in Figure 2a , then we can recover the missing far offset data in Figure 2b . 
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In the Figure 3 example, no traces are recorded in the gap; if we assume a virtual receiver at A in the gap and assume the model is known, then by calculating the traveltime of a primary reflection from S to A and time shifting the trace by this time, we will get a virtual trace recorded at A. We already have a multiple reflection recorded at B, so by crosscorrelating the two traces, we can get a virtual primary with A as a virtual source and B as a virtual receiver; of course, the correlated traces are summed over all shot positions. By using the reciprocity theory, we can get a virtual primary with B as a source location and A as a receiver location, then we can recover the missing gap data in Figure 3 .
Numerical Results
Sigsbee 2B Synthetic Data The first test is for the Sigsbee 2B synthetic data. The top figure in Figure 5 depicts a single shot profile for this model. The middle figure depicts the near-offset missing data by removing the traces in original shot profile whose offsets are less than 457.2 m (the first 20 traces). The bottom figure depicts the interpolation result (the first 20 traces), which is obtained by inserting the virtual trace data directly into the gap and an AGC is applied. We can see the continuous events between the interpolation data and original data in this figure. And we also can see the interpolation result is promising by comparing the interpolation result with the original data. A least squares matching filter can be used to improve these results.
Unocal Field Data
This method is now tested on a marine dataset from Unocal. The top figure of Figure 6 shows the survey geometry associated with this dataset and ( The middle figure of Figure 6 is a single shot profile of this model with the near-offset traces missing. The bottom section of Figure 6 depicts the interpolation result, which is obtained by inserting the virtual traces data directly into the missing part and an AGC is applied. Here, in order to improve the S/N ratio, we apply a discrete stationary wavelet transform filter (Nason, 1995) on the virtual traces. It appears that many interpolated events are kinematically correct but we still need to correct the amplitude. Some events are not correctly predicted.
Conclusions
The effectiveness of the interferometric method for data interpolation is tested on Sigsbee 2B synthetic dataset and Unocal marine dataset. The results show that the interferometric method can kinematically predict some of the missing events, but an amplitude correction is needed. A quantitative procedure is needed to assess solution error as a function of trace gap and aperture width.
In the future, I will work on 3D field data and use a least square based matching filter to improve the quality of the interpolated data. 
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